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Secret History, Second Edition
Ruth Finnegan's Oral Literature in Africa was first published in 1970, and since then has been widely
praised as one of the most important books in its field. Based on years of fieldwork, the study traces the
history of storytelling across the continent of Africa. This revised edition makes Finnegan's groundbreaking research available to the next generation of scholars. It includes a new introduction, additional
images and an updated bibliography, as well as its original chapters on poetry, prose, "drum language"
and drama, and an overview of the social, linguistic and historical background of oral literature in
Africa. This book is the first volume in the World Oral Literature Series, an ongoing collaboration
between OBP and World Oral Literature Project. A free online archive of recordings and photographs
that Finnegan made during her fieldwork in the late 1960s is hosted by the World Oral Literature Project
(http: //www.oralliterature.org/collections/rfinnegan001.html) and can also be accessed from publisher's
website.

Classified
A best-selling account describes the intelligence operations of allied forces during World War II as
experienced by wounded RAF pilot Roald Dahl, a patriot who infiltrated the upper reaches of
Georgetown society and worked with such figures as Churchill, Roosevelt, and spy chief William
Stephenson to influence U.S. policy in favor of England. Reprint.

Sorting Things Out
It's Classified
______________________________ THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER FROM THE 45th
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 'I like thinking big. I always have. To me it's very simple: If
you're going to be thinking anyway, you might as well think big.' – Donald J. Trump Here is Trump in
action – how he runs his business and how he runs his life – as he meets the people he needs to meet,
chats with family and friends, clashes with enemies, and changes the face of the New York City skyline.
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But even a maverick plays by the rules, and Trump has formulated eleven guidelines for success. He
isolates the common elements in his greatest deals; he shatters myths; he names names, spells out the
zeros, and fully reveals the deal-maker's art. And throughout, Trump talks – really talks – about how he
does it. Trump: The Art of the Deal is an unguarded look at the mind of a brilliant entrepreneur and an
unprecedented education in the practice of deal-making. It's the most streetwise business book there is –
and the ultimate read for anyone interested in making money and achieving success, and knowing the
man behind the spotlight.

Man of the Hour
With an introductory essay on cryptography and the history of code-breaking by Simon Singh, this book
reveals the workings of Colossus and the extraordinary staff at Bletchley Park through personal accounts
by those who lived and worked with the computer.

Boys Love Manga and Beyond
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything to expose the
US government’s system of mass surveillance, reveals for the first time the story of his life, including
how he helped to build that system and what motivated him to try to bring it down. In 2013, twenty-nineyear-old Edward Snowden shocked the world when he broke with the American intelligence
establishment and revealed that the United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect
every single phone call, text message, and email. The result would be an unprecedented system of mass
surveillance with the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth. Six years later,
Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this system and why he was moved to
expose it. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburbs of his childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA
postings of his adulthood, Permanent Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young man who
grew up online—a man who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in exile, the Internet’s conscience.
Written with wit, grace, passion, and an unflinching candor, Permanent Record is a crucial memoir of
our digital age and destined to be a classic.

The Great Secret
Spy Gear Journal For Kids! PERFECT GIFT UNDER $10 This is the smaller size version of the spy
journal. A cool interior that has all the documents needed for amateur Detectives or Secret agents who
want to solve and investigate murder mystery crimes. It can be used by kids and adults for pretend play,
for a detective theme party, or as Spy Birthday Party Favors and in many others way The interior of the
notebook includes: Murder Mystery Character Sheets (to build your story or play) Clue Chart forms
Evidence forms Suspect profile forms Fingerprint forms Pages for notes Perfect Size 7"x10" to keep in
Backpack or in the Spy Gear toy box. Great as a Christmas Gift, Stocking Stuffer, Birthday Gifts For
Boys & Girls. Buy this book today to create cheerful and lasting memories!

Colossus
Boys Love Manga and Beyond looks at a range of literary, artistic and other cultural products that
celebrate the beauty of adolescent boys and young men. In Japan, depiction of the “beautiful boy” has
long been a romantic and sexualized trope for both sexes and commands a high degree of cultural
visibility today across a range of genres from pop music to animation. In recent decades, “Boys Love”
(or simply BL) has emerged as a mainstream genre in manga, anime, and games for girls and young
women. This genre was first developed in Japan in the early 1970s by a group of female artists who went
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on to establish themselves as major figures in Japan’s manga industry. By the late 1970s many amateur
women fans were getting involved in the BL phenomenon by creating and self-publishing homoerotic
parodies of established male manga characters and popular media figures. The popularity of these fanmade products, sold and circulated at huge conventions, has led to an increase in the number of
commercial titles available. Today, a wide range of products produced both by professionals and
amateurs are brought together under the general rubric of “boys love,” and are rapidly gaining an
audience throughout Asia and globally. This collection provides the first comprehensive overview in
English of the BL phenomenon in Japan, its history and various subgenres and introduces translations of
some key Japanese scholarship not otherwise available. Some chapters detail the historical and cultural
contexts that helped BL emerge as a significant part of girls’ culture in Japan. Others offer important
case studies of BL production, consumption, and circulation and explain why BL has become a
controversial topic in contemporary Japan.

Trump: The Art of the Deal
Between the Acts is the final novel by Virginia Woolf, published in 1941 shortly after her suicide. This
is a book laden with hidden meaning and allusion. It describes the mounting, performance, and audience
of a festival play (hence the title) in a small English village just before the outbreak of the Second World
War. Much of it looks forward to the war, with veiled allusions to connection with the continent by
flight, swallows representing aircraft, and plunging into darkness. The pageant is a play within a play,
representing a rather cynical view of English history. Woolf links together many different threads and
ideas - a particularly interesting technique being the use of rhyme words to suggest hidden meanings.
Relationships between the characters and aspects of their personalities are explored. The English village
bonds throughout the play through their differences and similarities. Adeline Virginia Woolf
(1882–1941) was an English writer who is considered one of the foremost modernists of the twentieth
century and a pioneer in the use of stream of consciousness as a narrative device.

The Book of Honor
A national bestseller, this extraordinary work of investigative reporting uncovers the identities, and the
remarkable stories, of the CIA secret agents who died anonymously in the service of their country. In the
entrance of the CIA headquarters looms a huge marble wall into which seventy-one stars are carvedeach representing an agent who has died in the line of duty. Official CIA records only name thirty-five
of them, however. Undeterred by claims that revealing the identities of these "nameless stars" might
compromise national security, Ted Gup sorted through thousands of documents and interviewed over
400 CIA officers in his attempt to bring their long-hidden stories to light. The result of this extraordinary
work of investigation is a surprising glimpse at the real lives of secret agents, and an unprecedented
history of the most compelling—and controversial—department of the US government.

Classified
Pretend Play Spy Journals For Kids Are The Perfect Gift This Season! If you're looking for gifts for
tween boys or tween girls, A Cool Journal could be the perfect choice! Spy Journals for boys and girls
are useful, timeless and best of all, journals can help young people discover the power of daily writing!
This high-quality & unique children's journal for girls and boys is jammed pack full of both ruled and
blank pages, making it an ideal choice as both a creative journal to write in or a kid's doodle book!
Whether they use it as a daily planner, music notebook, kids sketchbook or as a daily diary, this top
secret journal for tweens is sure to be a hit! This Draw and Write Notebook Journal Is Designed To
Include All Of The Following: Custom Smaller 7"x10" Size, Perfect For Throwing Into Backpacks with
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other Spy Gear toys, Desks Or Christmas Stockings! High-Quality & Durable Glossy Cover With
Unique Graphics Cover Design Including Mysterious Label and Stamp " Classified Top Secret" 50+
Lightly Lined Pages For Writing; each with a Blank Border For Doodles, Notes or Reminders 50+
Blank, Unruled Crisp White Pages For Drawing, Sketching Or Cartooning Designated Page For "This
Journal Belongs To" Kids Journals Can Be Used For Just About Anything, But Here Are Some
Suggestions! Boys & Girls Diary Boys & Girls Feelings Journal Kids Drawing Book Kids Travel
Journal Poetry Journal For Kids Self Esteem Journal Dream Journal Mindfulness journal for Boys Or
Girls Greif Journal For Kids Kids Field Journal And Kids Draw And Write Journals Can Be An Ideal
Gift For Any Occasion! Such As: Graduation Gift Or Achievement Award Christmas Gift, Stocking
Stuffer or Basket Filler Birthday Gifts For Boys Or Girls Thank You Gifts For Tutors, Babysitters or
Volunteers

Taking Social-Emotional Learning Schoolwide
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide
variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional application areas explored include genetics, medicine,
computer science, and information theory. The print book version includes a code that provides free
access to an eBook version. The authors present the material in an accessible style and motivate
concepts using real-world examples. Throughout, they use stories to uncover connections between the
fundamental distributions in statistics and conditioning to reduce complicated problems to manageable
pieces. The book includes many intuitive explanations, diagrams, and practice problems. Each chapter
ends with a section showing how to perform relevant simulations and calculations in R, a free statistical
software environment.

Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung
The bestselling, long-secret, and page-turning story of the young American women who cracked codes
during World War II, perfectly adapted for young readers. More than ten thousand women served as
codebreakers during World War II, recruited by the U.S. Army and Navy. While their brothers and
boyfriends took up arms, these women moved to the nation's capital to learn the top secret art of code
breaking. Through their work, the "code girls" helped save countless lives and were vital in ending the
war. But due to the top secret nature of their accomplishments, these women have never been able to talk
about their story--until now. Through dazzling research and countless interviews with the surviving code
girls, Liza Mundy brings their story to life with zeal, grace, and passion. Abridged and adapted for a
middle grade audience, Code Girls brings this important story to young readers for the first time,
showcasing this vital tale of American courage, service, and scientific accomplishment.

Permanent Record
Mary Golda Ross designed classified airplanes and spacecraft as Lockheed Aircraft Corporation's first
female engineer. Find out how her passion for math and the Cherokee values she was raised with shaped
her life and work. Cherokee author Traci Sorell and Métis illustrator Natasha Donovan trace Ross's
journey from being the only girl in a high school math class to becoming a teacher to pursuing an
engineering degree, joining the top-secret Skunk Works division of Lockheed, and being a mentor for
Native Americans and young women interested in engineering. In addition, the narrative highlights
Cherokee values including education, working cooperatively, remaining humble, and helping ensure
equal opportunity and education for all.
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The Conspirators' Hierarchy
Top Secret - Classified
Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star explore the role of categories and standards in shaping the
modern world.

109 East Palace
Vice President Tara Meyers struggles to redeem herself after a botched interview by working on a highprofile terror investigation that is complicated by allegations about the White House's culpability.

The Hunt for Zero Point
The first edition of this book, published in 1999, was well-received, but interest in it has surged in recent
years. It chronicles an early example of “regime change” that was based on a flawed interpretation of
intelligence and proclaimed a success even as its mistakes were becoming clear. Since 1999, a number
of documents relating to the CIA’s activities in Guatemala have been declassified, and a truth and
reconciliation process has unearthed other reports, speeches, and writings that shed more light on the
role of the United States. For this edition, the author has selected and annotated twenty-one documents
for a new documentary Appendix, including President Clinton’s apology to the people of Guatemala.

The Classified Accounts of Ami Hwang
Strange sagas of mysterious monsters and bizarre beasts have appeared all over the world for years. In
this captivating volume, readers will come face to face with tales of the terrifying and just plain weird. A
chronological approach addresses interest stemming from world events such as World War II, and the
changing, developing research. Interviews, testimonies, photographs, and reports encourage readers to
further scrutinize whether or not such strange stories are the stuff of myth or if there could be more
reasonable, even scientific, explanations for the so-called unexplained.

Classified Gems of Thought from the Great Writers and Preachers of All Ages
FBI? CIA? Got the goods on where D. B. Cooper stashed the money? Or where Jimmy Hoffa is buried?
No? Me neither. But you can pretend you do with this official looking Top Secret - Classified Material
Notebook. Fool your friends or give as a gift for someone who enjoys spy dramas or conspiracy theories
or just likes a good gag gift. Perfect for all that important classified information you're holding onto like
your grocery list, math homework, song lyrics, honey-do list, etc. Details: ~ 6X9 inches~ 100 page lined
notebook ~ matte finish ~ paperback ~ quality binding Please click our name (Songbird Publications)
under the product title to see our other listings.

Classified
"In this startling new memoir, Sibel Edmonds--the most classified woman in U.S. history--takes us on a
surreal journey that begins with the secretive FBI and down the dark halls of a feckless Congress to a
stonewalling judiciary and finally, to the national security whistleblowers movements she spearheaded.
Having lived under Middle East dictatorships, Edmonds knows firsthand what can happen when
government is allowed to operate in secret. Hers is a sobering perspective that combines painful
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experience with a rallying cry for the public's right to know and to hold the lawbreakers accountable.
With U.S. citizens increasingly stripped of their rights in a calibrated media blackout, Edmonds' story is
a wake-up call for all Americans who, willingly or unwillingly, traded liberty for illusive security in the
wake of 9/11."--P. [4] of cover.

The Great Secret: The Classified World War II Disaster that Launched the War on Cancer
This work argues for the existence of a committee of 300, an elite body which controls every aspect of
politics, religion, commerce and industry, answerable to no one except itself. It maintains that the
confusion of social and moral values in the free world has been deliberately created.

International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps
Used for the classification of the consequences of disease (as well as of injuries and other disorders) and
of their implications for the lives of individuals. Each section includes a definition and characteristics of
the classification, as well as a list of two digit categories.

The Spy and the Traitor
A wonderfully quirky social history of modern Britain, explored through the medium of the personal ad.
It’s a sideways look at the history of relationships from WWI soldiers looking for lady friends, to lonely
clerks and typists, through to internet junkies today.

Government Secrecy
The untold story of an eccentric Wall Street tycoon and the circle of scientific geniuses he assembled
before World War II to develop the science for radar and the atomic bomb. Together they changed the
course of history. Legendary financier, philanthropist, and society figure Alfred Lee Loomis gathered
the most visionary scientific minds of the twentieth century—Albert Einstein, Werner Heisenberg, Niels
Bohr, Enrico Fermi, and others—at his state-of-the-art laboratory in Tuxedo Park, New York, in the late
1930s. He established a top-secret defense laboratory at MIT and personally bankrolled pioneering
research into new, high-powered radar detection systems that helped defeat the German Air Force and Uboats. With Ernest Lawrence, the Nobel Prize–winning physicist, he pushed Franklin Delano Roosevelt
to fund research in nuclear fission, which led to the development of the atomic bomb. Jennet Conant, the
granddaughter of James Bryant Conant, one of the leading scientific advisers of World War II, enjoyed
unprecedented access to Loomis’ papers, as well as to people intimately involved in his life and work.
She pierces through Loomis’ obsessive secrecy and illuminates his role in assuring the Allied victory.

Classified Secret
"James B. Conant was a towering figure who stood at the center of the great crises and challenges of the
twentieth century. He set an extraordinary example of public service without ever holding elected office.
A member of the greatest generation, there was probably no one who made a larger mark in more areas
of American life, shaping national policy as a scientist, nuclear pioneer, Cold War statesman, diplomat,
and educational reformer for nearly fifty years. As a brilliant young chemist, he supervised the
production of poison gas in WWI. As the Nazi threat loomed, he boldly led the interventionist cause in
WWII and was tapped by President Franklin D. Roosevelt to be one of the scientific chiefs at the helm
of the Manhattan Project, personally overseeing the massive secret effort to develop the atomic bomb
and making the fateful recommendation to drop it on Hiroshima to bring the war to a quick and decisive
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end. He went on to become one of America's first cold warriors, led the bitter fight to reject the
hydrogen bomb, and campaigned tirelessly for the international control of atomic weapons. He
continued to exert his influence as President Eisenhower's high commissioner, and then ambassador, to
Germany, helping to secure the country's future and strengthen Europe's defenses against Soviet
aggression. He achieved national prominence in his twenty-year reign as president of Harvard--the very
symbol of the intellectual and social elite--and yet was a champion of meritocracy and open admissions,
helping to create the SAT and devoting his later life to improving public schools as the "engine of
democracy." Even as he worked to safeguard the American way of life, he feared the nuclear force he
helped harness was so dangerous it could lead to the extinction of mankind. In this intimate account of
his extraordinary life, his granddaughter, bestselling author Jennet Conant, draws on hundreds of
documents, diaries, and letters to reveal the agonizing decisions he was forced to make while serving his
country in three wars--two hot, and one cold--and the burden of guilt he bore for his actions and for
always putting duty before everything else. For all his brilliance, he never understood the depression that
ravaged his family but struggled to keep his wife from succumbing, in the process alienating both his
sons. With Man of the Hour, Jennet Conant paints a rich, nuanced portrait of a great American leader
and visionary, the last of a vanishing breed."--Jacket.

Oral Literature in Africa
The explosive, untold story of the Cold War's biggest secret. The REAL X-Files. It is the most famous
military installation in the world. And no credible insider has ever divulged the truth about his time
inside of it. Until now. This is the first book based on interviews with scientists, pilots, and engineers 58 in total - who provide an unprecedented look into the mysterious activities of a top-secret base, from
the Cold War to today. With a jaw-dropping ending, it proves that facts are often more fantastic than
fiction, especially when the distinction is almost impossible to make.

Introduction to Probability
Hi. I'm Ami Hwang. Until recently, I was kind of a GPA-obsessed loner. Now I get pipe bombs chucked
at me. If you asked me to start from the beginning- well, I wouldn't know what the beginning was.
Should I start when my friends blew up a chemistry classroom? How about the tenth time I was almost
murdered? No. Wait. I know when it all started. The day Lina Nguyen asked me to join the Anime Club.

BETWEEN THE ACTS
Classified Woman
What's the secret to making schoolwide SEL work? Growing numbers of people recognize that socialemotional learning (SEL) is central to a well-rounded education and to success in life outside and
beyond the school building. What's missing is the know-how and framework for weaving SEL into the
fabric of the school. In this highly practical and eminently readable book, Thomas R. Hoerr shows
teachers, administrators, and other school staff how to integrate the Formative Five success skills
(empathy, integrity, self-control, embracing diversity, and grit) with school culture essentials by
answering these questions: 1. How can you ensure that your school or district is helping students
develop their SEL skills across disciplines? Address your values, vision, mission. 2. What effective
programs and activities support student development of SEL skills at the classroom, school, and district
levels? Consider your practices. 3. How can you leverage personal relationships within the school and in
the community to cultivate students' appreciation of how the differences among us make us stronger?
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Involve your people. 4. How can you weave an SEL narrative into your school’s culture? Live your
narrative. 5. What can you do to establish and nurture a welcoming school environment as you strive to
enhance students' SEL skills? Embrace your place. Replete with real-life examples from the author's
years as a school leader, relevant findings from the research, and helpful strategies for use at all levels
and with all K-12 populations, Taking Social-Emotional Learning Schoolwide is the ultimate blueprint
for making sure students and staff are equipped to thrive.

Classified Top Secret Confidential
This riveting work of investigative reporting and history exposes classified government projects to build
gravity-defying aircraft--which have an uncanny resemblance to flying saucers. The atomic bomb was
not the only project to occupy government scientists in the 1940s. Antigravity technology, originally
spearheaded by scientists in Nazi Germany, was another high priority, one that still may be in effect
today. Now for the first time, a reporter with an unprecedented access to key sources in the intelligence
and military communities reveals suppressed evidence that tells the story of a quest for a discovery that
could prove as powerful as the A-bomb. The Hunt for Zero Point explores the scientific speculation that
a "zero point" of gravity exists in the universe and can be replicated here on Earth. The pressure to be the
first nation to harness gravity is immense, as it means having the ability to build military planes of
unlimited speed and range, along with the most deadly weaponry the world has ever seen. The ideal
shape for a gravity-defying vehicle happens to be a perfect disk, making antigravity tests a possible
explanation for the numerous UFO sightings of the past 50 years. Chronicling the origins of antigravity
research in the world's most advanced research facility, which was operated by the Third Reich during
World War II, The Hunt for Zero Point traces U.S. involvement in the project, beginning with the
recruitment of former Nazi scientists after the war. Drawn from interviews with those involved with the
research and who visited labs in Europe and the United States, The Hunt for Zero Point journeys to the
heart of the twentieth century's most puzzling unexplained phenomena. From the Hardcover edition.

Top Secret Classified Journal: Confidential Journal Diary Notebook Notes Book: Blank
Lined 120 Pages 6"x9" Funny Awesome Classified File for Students
The gripping story of a chemical weapons catastrophe, the cover-up, and how one American Army
doctor’s discovery led to the development of the first drug to combat cancer, known today as
chemotherapy. On the night of December 2, 1943, the Luftwaffe bombed a critical Allied port in Bari,
Italy, sinking seventeen ships and killing over a thousand servicemen and hundreds of civilians. Caught
in the surprise air raid was the John Harvey, an American Liberty ship carrying a top-secret cargo of
2,000 mustard bombs to be used in retaliation if the Germans resorted to gas warfare. When one young
sailor after another began suddenly dying of mysterious symptoms, Lieutenant Colonel Stewart
Alexander, a doctor and chemical weapons expert, was dispatched to investigate. He quickly diagnosed
mustard gas exposure, but was overruled by British officials determined to cover up the presence of
poison gas in the devastating naval disaster, which the press dubbed "little Pearl Harbor." Prime Minister
Winston Churchill and General Dwight D. Eisenhower acted in concert to suppress the truth, insisting
the censorship was necessitated by military security. Alexander defied British port officials and
heroically persevered in his investigation. His final report on the Bari casualties was immediately
classified, but not before his breakthrough observations about the toxic effects of mustard on white
blood cells caught the attention of Colonel Cornelius P. Rhoads—a pioneering physician and research
scientist as brilliant as he was arrogant and self-destructive—who recognized that the poison was both a
killer and a cure, and ushered in a new era of cancer research led by the Sloan Kettering Institute.
Meanwhile, the Bari incident remained cloaked in military secrecy, resulting in lost records,
misinformation, and considerable confusion about how a deadly chemical weapon came to be tamed for
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medical use. Deeply researched and beautifully written, The Great Secret is the remarkable story of how
horrific tragedy gave birth to medical triumph.

Area 51
Divided into six sections, this title examines Government secrecy (GS) in a variety of contexts,
including comparative examination of government control of information, new definitions, categories,
censorship, ethics, and secrecy's relationship with freedom of information and transparency.

Code Girls
From the bestselling author of Tuxedo Park, the fascinating story of the 3,000 people who lived together
in near confinement for more than two intense and conflicted years under J. Robert Oppenheimer and
the world's best scientists to produce the Atomic Bomb and win World War II. They were told as little as
possible. Their orders were to go to Santa Fe, New Mexico, and report for work at a classified
Manhattan Project site, a location so covert it was known to them only by the mysterious address: 109
East Palace. There, behind a wrought-iron gate and narrow passageway just off the touristy old plaza,
they were greeted by Dorothy McKibbin, an attractive widow who was the least likely person
imaginable to run a front for a clandestine defense laboratory. They stepped across her threshold into a
parallel universe--the desert hideaway where Robert Oppenheimer and a team of world-famous scientists
raced to build the first atomic bomb before Germany and bring World War II to an end. Brilliant,
handsome, extraordinarily charismatic, Oppenheimer based his unprecedented scientific enterprise in the
high reaches of the Sangre de Cristo mountains, hoping that the land of enchantment would conceal and
inspire their bold mission. Oppenheimer was as arrogant as he was inexperienced, and few believed the
thirty-eight-year-old theoretical physicist would succeed. Jennet Conant captures all the exhilaration and
drama of those perilous twenty-seven months at Los Alamos, a secret city cut off from the rest of
society, ringed by barbed wire, where Oppenheimer and his young recruits lived as virtual prisoners of
the U.S. government. With her dry humor and eye for detail, Conant chronicles the chaotic beginnings of
Oppenheimer's by-the-seat-of-his-pants operation, where freshly minted secretaries and worldly
scientists had to contend with living conditions straight out of pioneer days. Despite all the obstacles,
Oppie managed to forge a vibrant community at Los Alamos through the sheer force of his personality.
Dorothy, who fell for him at first sight, devoted herself to taking care of him and his crew and supported
him through the terrifying preparations for the test explosion at Trinity and the harrowing aftermath of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Less than a decade later, Oppenheimer became the focus of suspicion during
the McCarthy witch hunts. When he and James B. Conant, one of the top administrators of the
Manhattan Project (and the author's grandfather), led the campaign against the hydrogen bomb,
Oppenheimer's past left-wing sympathies were used against him, and he was found to be a security risk
and stripped of his clearance. Though Dorothy tried to help clear his name, she saw the man she loved
disgraced. In this riveting and deeply moving account, drawing on a wealth of research and interviews
with close family and colleagues, Jennet Conant reveals an exceptionally gifted and enigmatic man who
served his country at tremendous personal cost and whose singular achievement, and subsequent
undoing, is at the root of our present nuclear predicament.

True Stories of Real-Life Monsters
- 6" x 9" Portable compact size, easy to take and store anywhere! - 120 lined page on white pages - 55lb
White paper stock minimizes bleed through - Great for writing notes, thoughts, ideas, recipes or
whatever- on the go! Click on 'Look Inside' to get a sneak peek at the pages available inside this
paperback book to see if this is the right fit for your needs. Want more Feathered Friends Publishing?
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Click on our brand name to see more stylized artwork workbooks, journals, sketchbooks, dairies, log
books and more!

Tuxedo Park
The celebrated author of A Spy Among Friends and Rogue Heroes returns with his greatest spy story
yet, a thrilling Cold War-era tale of Oleg Gordievsky, the Russian whose secret work helped hasten the
collapse of the Soviet Union. If anyone could be considered a Russian counterpart to the infamous
British double-agent Kim Philby, it was Oleg Gordievsky. The son of two KGB agents and the product
of the best Soviet institutions, the savvy, sophisticated Gordievsky grew to see his nation's communism
as both criminal and philistine. He took his first posting for Russian intelligence in 1968 and eventually
became the Soviet Union's top man in London, but from 1973 on he was secretly working for MI6. For
nearly a decade, as the Cold War reached its twilight, Gordievsky helped the West turn the tables on the
KGB, exposing Russian spies and helping to foil countless intelligence plots, as the Soviet leadership
grew increasingly paranoid at the United States's nuclear first-strike capabilities and brought the world
closer to the brink of war. Desperate to keep the circle of trust close, MI6 never revealed Gordievsky's
name to its counterparts in the CIA, which in turn grew obsessed with figuring out the identity of
Britain's obviously top-level source. Their obsession ultimately doomed Gordievsky: the CIA officer
assigned to identify him was none other than Aldrich Ames, the man who would become infamous for
secretly spying for the Soviets. Unfolding the delicious three-way gamesmanship between America,
Britain, and the Soviet Union, and culminating in the gripping cinematic beat-by-beat of Gordievsky's
nail-biting escape from Moscow in 1985, Ben Macintyre's latest may be his best yet. Like the greatest
novels of John le Carré, it brings readers deep into a world of treachery and betrayal, where the lines
bleed between the personal and the professional, and one man's hatred of communism had the power to
change the future of nations.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
The Irregulars
Examines the history of the role of free press in democracy and argues that unrestrained leaking of
government secrets in post-9/11 America endangers national security.

Classified Top Secret Spy Gear Journal for Kids
Necessary Secrets: National Security, the Media, and the Rule of Law
Fascinating account of the British state's post-war obsession with secrecy and the ways it prevented
secret activities from becoming public.
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